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Launched in 2006, The Paros Foundation has earned a reputation as the “go to” organization to oversee project implementation in Armenia. Beginning with our support for six exemplary local non-governmental organizations working with children, people with disabilities and the arts, the foundation works towards building a sustainable and vibrant homeland while helping improve living conditions for its most vulnerable populations.

To honor the centennial of the Armenian Genocide, The Paros Foundation created the Paros 100 for 100 Projects for Prosperity initiative. This effort identified and implemented 100 special projects aimed at making Armenia stronger and improving the lives of her people.

Following the successful implementation of the Paros 100 for 100 campaign, The Paros Foundation reached the decision to continue this unique model of project-specific based philanthropy through Projects for Prosperity.

MISSION & VISION

The mission of The Paros Foundation is to effectively implement humanitarian, educational, cultural and development projects; and to support trusted local organizations in partnership with the diaspora.

The Paros Foundation implements small and medium sized projects in Armenia, while striving to bring Armenia and the Armenian community worldwide closer through our unique model of philanthropy, volunteerism and service.

OUR PROMISE

The Paros Foundation underwrites all administrative and overhead costs allowing 100% of donor contributions to go directly towards projects and supported organizations.
Armenia and her people faced incredible challenges in 2020-2021. The Covid-19 pandemic and its economic devastation, July 2020 attacks on Armenia’s sovereign border in Tavush, and the 2020 war in Artsakh, left Armenia and the Armenian American community in a demoralized and defeated state. Despite these tremendous challenges, unprecedented levels of support for our work from donors throughout the world helped us try to meet the needs of our brothers and sisters in Armenia and Artsakh.

During the pandemic, Paros helped ease suffering associated with the physical and financial aspects of what transpired. The Debi Arach Children’s Center continued to operate and offered support for children and their families with both academic and humanitarian support. More than 800 elderly and disabled in the Berd area of Armenia’s Tavush Region received several distributions of food. In partnership with the Armenia Support Fund project, 50 businesses were given small grants to help them survive through the economic shutdown.

The Foundation also successfully launched a new economic development effort for communities in Tavush and Gyumri. Skill development, training and job creating is a priority for urban residents in Gyumri. In Tavush, economic development opportunities are focused on Armenia’s agricultural sector, education and product development.

Following the attacks on Armenia’s Tavush Region in July of 2020, Paros quickly rebuilt the Aygepar Kindergarten (renovated by The Paros Foundation in 2018.) We also launched the complete renovation of a 24-unit apartment building for the residents in this important border community.

During the Artsakh War, we rallied support for, and donated almost $110,000 to Armenia Fund. We launched several humanitarian support projects for volunteers and refugees both during and after the war. At the end of the war, Paros joined a coalition to help quickly resettle refugee families from Artsakh into Armenia. Work both through and independent from this coalition has led to 20 families receiving new homes in Armenia. In addition, in late 2021, The Paros Foundation launched construction on seven homes in Artsakh.

We successfully held our SERVICE Armenia 2021 program for participants ages 17-23, and launched our SERVICE Armenia Young Professional’s trip for participants ages 24-40 in the fall of 2021.

A very special thank you is in order for our donors who enable our work in Armenia. Please take this opportunity to become a part of The Paros Foundation’s family of donors and get involved!

PETER ABAJIAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Paros Foundation supports six exemplary organizations in Armenia. These organizations are leaders in their respective fields. Support is provided in the form of organizational operating funds, the provision of office space (for three of the organizations), operational resources and mentoring. The goal is to assist these organizations manage their growth and attract financial, human and physical resources to their respective causes.

6 ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED

2006 SUPPORTED SINCE

1350 BENEFICIARIES 2020/2021
Established in 2001, the Ghoghanj Children's Center provides after-school and summer school programs to "at-risk" children from economically challenged families at two Yerevan locations. Their goal is to provide the necessary academic, psychological and social support to ensure that these socially vulnerable children are able to excel in school and become self-confident young adults. Their dedicated staff and volunteers guide the children through several core classes including English, Russian, computer, design painting, theater and dance.

In recent years the Ghoghanj Centers have placed a great emphasis on technology. Their robotics groups participated in several national competitions in 2021, where they have taken 2nd, 3rd and 4th place.

The Paros Foundation continues to support the Kentron and Nor Nork centers with rent-free program space and financial support.

Since 1995, the Manana Youth Center provides children with training in film production, animation, photography and journalism. They aim to create literature, works of art, media, radio and television programs, films, and educational games for children and encourage creative, unprejudiced thinking among the youth.

Manana has been conducting in-person and online workshops both in Yerevan and throughout Armenia’s regions. The number of new reporters are constantly increasing, including some from Artsakh. In 2021, Manana produced a series of several short videos about displaced families from Artsakh who were given new homes in Armenia as part The Paros Foundation’s Resettlement initiative with the Armenian Resettlement Coalition.

The Paros Foundation continues to provide financial support for their core classes and operation.
THE PAROS CHAMBER CHOIR

Since 1993, the award-winning Paros Chamber Choir has impressed audiences around the world with international performances in England, Armenia, Georgia, Lebanon, Italy and France. Working with Maestro Raffi Mikaelian, the group has developed into a world-class chamber choir despite the fact that most of the members are disabled and many sing from a seated position.

In 2020, while much of the choral world was affected by the pandemic, The Paros Chamber Choir managed to develop new ways to cope. The Choir held regular rehearsals online and produced and published several successful videos. In 2021, the Choir gradually returned to normal and had several important performances including concerts for the ambassadors of the European Union and EU countries to Armenia (Komitas Museum-Institute, September 24), for Jagan Chapagain, the Secretary General of the IFRC (Armenian RC office, December 9) and others.

The Paros Foundation provides funding and rent-free office and rehearsal space for the choir.

UNISON NGO

Since 2002, the UNISON NGO has been working to serve and improve the lives of people with disabilities (PWD) in Armenia. Their goal is to help PWD lead independent and productive lives by providing art and computer training, legal advice, psychological counseling, employment training and advocacy.

In 2020, Unison was the only entity in Armenia which gathered and disseminated essential (sometimes life-saving) information about the effects of Covid-19 on persons with disabilities and special methods of protection. With support from the European Union, Unison also managed to distribute a large number of masks, gloves and other necessary items to PWDs. In 2021, the most significant project of Unison was “Struggle against Discrimination on the Basis of Disability in Armenia” supported by the Council of Europe.

The Paros Foundation provides UNISON NGO with financial support and rent-free accessible office space.
Since 1969, the Vanadzor Art School (formally known as Vanadzor Music School #3) has been providing music and art education to local students. The school was destroyed in the 1988 Spitak Earthquake, but with the help of the San Francisco Arshak II Opera fundraising efforts, Wells Fargo, Armenia Fund, and other donors, the school underwent a complete renovation.

250 students attend the school, excel in their studies and participate in many concerts and competitions. Students continue to receive excellent musical education and several have entered the Yerevan State Conservatory to continue their studies. Paros continues to assist with student scholarships and repairs to the school building.

The Vanadzor Museum of Fine Arts in the Lori Region was established in 1975 and contains an impressive collection of artwork. The Museum houses more than 1,800 works of art including paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints and decorative arts. A steady flow of tourists and guests continue to visit the Museum and their rich collection of artwork. A complete renovation of the museum took place in 2019.

The Paros Foundation has been supporting the Museum with marketing efforts designed to raise awareness regarding its significant collection of art in an attempt to help redevelop and reinvigorate the historical art colony in the Lori Region.
Prosperity On The Border

Armenia’s border communities continue to be a priority for The Paros Foundation. These communities have been ravaged with decaying infrastructure left over from Soviet times, cross-border sniper fire from Azerbaijan and difficult economic conditions. Launched in 2015, the Foundation’s Prosperity on the Border initiative works to promote border security and prosperity through well thought-out, targeted infrastructure, economic development and educational projects in Armenia’s border communities. Investing in these communities creates hope and security, which can lead to a prosperous future.

The war in 2020 created needs in new border communities in Armenia’s Gegharkunik and Syunik Regions, within communities that used to border Artsakh, but now lie along territory controlled by Azerbaijan.
Prosperity on the Border Projects

In 2020 & 2021, The Paros Foundation worked on the following projects as part of our Prosperity on the Border effort:

- Achajur Kindergarten Expansion
- Armenian Resettlement Coalition--Medz Masrik
- Armenia Resettlement Coalition--Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur
- Aygepar Business Incubator
- Aygepar Kindergarten Emergency Repairs
- Aygepar Residential Apartment Building Renovation
- Baghanis Kindergarten Construction
- Baghanis School Gasification
- Berd Community School Recycling Contest
- Berd Emergency Food Distributions
- Emergency Reconstruction Fund Artsakh
- Getahovid School Heating
- Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur Orchard
- Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur Kindergarten Expansion
- Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur Home Rebuilding
- Noyemberyan Kindergarten #2 Expansion
- Paravakar Kindergarten Remodel
- Tavush Region Beehives
- Varagavan Kindergarten Remodel
- Verishen Kindergarten Expansion and Remodel
- Zorakan School Remodel
Hope for Shirak Families

Gyumri, Armenia’s second largest city, has faced numerous hardships in its recent history. The 1988 Spitak Earthquake, the Karabakh Conflict and collapse of the Soviet Union left Gyumri’s residents in a dire humanitarian crisis. Armenia’s inability to properly rectify this situation for the last three decades has led to generational poverty and despair. The Paros Foundation, through its Projects for Prosperity initiative, has risen to help meet Gyumri’s challenges.

In 2020 and 2021, The Paros Foundation brought its total of new apartments for poverty stricken families to 25. These families lived in inadequate temporary housing called "domiks". Moving these families to their new homes and tearing down their old "domiks" proves to be life altering for these people. In addition, hundreds of families received food packets, as well as firewood in the winter to heat their homes and cook meals. To help gather information and implement our humanitarian programming, the Foundation works closely with and supports the work of the Shirak Center NGO.

The Paros Foundation continues to fully fund and operate the Debi Arach Children’s Center. This Center has grown to work with more than 180 children on a regular basis with its staff of 14.
The Debi Arach ("Moving Forward") Children's Center in Gyumri, Armenia was established on April 15, 2015. The center provides 180 children the necessary academic, psychological, social and humanitarian support they need by professional staff and volunteers. Children have access to a psychologist on staff, and receive homework help and tutoring for almost every subject they learn in school including English, Math and Art/Design. Additionally, computer classes and career training are provided through the Assarian Vocational Training Program.

Children receive a nutritious meal each day, helping them obtain the calories and nutrients they would otherwise not receive. Furthermore, the Center addresses a very important hygienic need by providing the children in attendance with supervised bathing facilities. The goal is to help hundreds of children mature into successful young adults and work to break their family's cycle of poverty.

EDUCATION
- Homework Assistance
- Cultural & Educational Excursions
- Free College Entrance Exam Tutoring
- High-Tech Curriculum

HEALTH
- Health Examinations
- Psychological Support & Art Therapy
- Vitamin & Hygiene Product Distribution

HUMANITARIAN
- Distributions of Coats, Shoes, Boots, School Supplies
- Transportation Stipends for Students
- Dental Care Provided Through our Mobile Dental Clinic
- Wellness Check-Ups Through Med-Aid ARMENIA

Debi Arach Children's Center
debiarach.org
Launched in 2017, with generous support from the Assarian Family, this vocational training program is an integral component of the Debi Arach Children’s Center with the goal of helping future generations in Gyumri work themselves out of poverty. The program launched with a high-tech focus teaching web-design and web programming to young adults. Following classroom instruction in several course subjects, students graduated into internships to obtain real world experience. More than half of the graduates are now gainfully employed and utilizing their new skills in the workplace. With the success of these classes, the program has expanded to offer more vocational training in digital coding, as well as the textile industry and cosmetology and esthetics. Following the success of these opportunities, courses will continue in the future, further impacting more people.

**DIGITAL POMEGRANATE**

23 students had the opportunity to learn programming, web and app design both front and back end through sponsored classes at the Digital Pomegranate, a Gyumri based tech company. Five students were hired by Digital Pomegranate into full time positions with well above average salaries.

**LENTEX FACTORY**

A sponsored two-month training program at a Gyumri based textile company, Lentex, was taken by 12 individuals, all of whom were later fully employed as seamstresses by the company.
Hianali Beauty Center

The Hianali Beauty Center is a social enterprise launched in 2021 and combines top quality salon services with an innovative vocational training program aimed at combating poverty in Gyumri. The Center offers training courses free of charge to those in Gyumri who are interested in learning a vocation and earning their own living. After courses have been completed, graduates will be offered a job at the salon or receive help obtaining a job at a different salon. Graduates will receive excellent training and go on to have successful careers.

Courses are offered in women's and children's hair styling and cutting, men's barber services, nail services, make-up application and facials.

100% of profits from the Hianali Beauty Center are re-invested in its training programs. The Center operates training programs free of charge for participants and is sponsored by the Assarian Family.
The Paros Foundation is committed to the principle of service and volunteerism. SERVICE Armenia helps develop the relationship between program participants and Armenia. These service trips are planned to include service projects, educational excursions and outings, and time for leisure and fun activities. The Paros Foundation staff responsible for this program have a tremendous amount of experience working in Armenia and successfully implementing and overseeing service projects and tours.

**SERVICE IN 2020**

Due to unforeseen circumstances with the Covid-19 pandemic and the July 2020 Azeri attacks on Armenia’s Tavush Region, we made the difficult, but necessary decision to cancel our 2020 program. After a year-long hiatus, SERVICE Armenia was back in 2021 with great anticipation and another memorable and successful trip.

**WHAT’S NEW WITH SERVICE?**

In addition to our traditional trip, we launched our very first Young Professionals (YP) trip in the fall of 2021 for participants ages 24-45. SERVICE Armenia YP was created for young professionals who want to tour Armenia while participating in service work. We work with participants to engage in Armenia within their professional areas as well.
Paros returned to Armenia in the summer of 2021 with 12 participants for yet another life-changing and successful trip. Although the trip was for a shorter two-week period, the SERVICE Armenia group accomplished an amazing amount of service work. The group worked on painting the Ghoghanj Children’s Center, an organization The Paros Foundation supports in Yerevan and refurbishing and painting the outdoor playground at the Kindergarten & Preschool in the village of Paruyr Sevak. The group implemented orphan excursions for children from the Yerevan Children’s Home and the Kharpert Home for Special Children. They assembled food packets and distributed them to 50 impoverished families, as a part of our Groceries for Gyumri project. The group also spent the day at the Debi Arach Children’s Center during which they helped teach the children American Football as a part of the American Summer Grant awarded to the center from the U.S. Embassy in Armenia.

Following the difficult year due to the war, Paros had an influx of interest from young professionals who wanted to visit Armenia, participate in service work and give back professionally. During an unforgettable two-week period, the SERVICE Armenia Young Professionals group accomplished several service projects. The group worked on laminate flooring and painting the Ghoghanj Children’s Center in the Nor Nork neighborhood of Yerevan. The group implemented an orphan excursion for children from the Yerevan Children’s Home. They assembled food packets and distributed them to impoverished families, as a part of our Groceries for Gyumri project. The group also spent the day in Gyumri where they visited the Debi Arach Children’s Center.
The Pandemic hit Armenia hard and the government implemented safety measures to the best of its abilities including stay at home orders, the closure of non-essential businesses, and small financial stipends for certain sectors of the economy.

Vaccines were initially delivered from Russia and China for the Armenian people. Later, vaccines from the West became available. The Paros Foundation responded to the Corona Virus in Armenia with three efforts.

Children and families at the Debi Arach Children's Center in Gyumri depend on the hot meals provided when the children attend programming. To compensate for the long closures of all schools and children's centers during Covid, the center organized multiple food packet distributions for each Debi Arach child and their family.

Armenia Support Fund was founded in Los Angeles by Olivia Jamgochian and a small group of supporters who understand that small family owned businesses in Armenia would suffer dramatically during the pandemic. This effort aimed to provide these small businesses with economic support grants.

Berd Food Distributions started at the request of the Berd Consolidated Community Administration. The goal was to help fund and distribute food packets to 800 of the most needy residents with the Berd communities.
Relief Efforts at Debi Arach

During the uncertain times of the Covid-19 pandemic Paros stayed committed to the children at Debi Arach. We provided consistent meals, psychological support, and structured in-home learning to the youth. Although the facility was temporarily closed, we worked hard to ensure the physical and emotional well-being of all students and staff. We also committed to continue paying our staff during the closure. We worked closely with our on-staff psychologist, who checked in with the kids each week to help them navigate their lives during this challenging time. Our goal was to make sure the students still received consistent, adequate nutrition by providing food packages for all families of Debi Arach.

In addition, when the center re-opened a number of new safety measures and precautions were implemented to ensure the safety of the children. All students and staff were provided with disposable masks, meals were provided in disposable lunch boxes and cups, outdoor classrooms were created, systematic temperature checks were implemented and hand sanitizing stations were added in each classroom.
Armenia Support Fund

The Armenia Support Fund (ASF) was established in early 2020 to take on strategic initiatives impacting Armenians in both Armenia and around the globe. In response to COVID-19, ASF partnered with The Paros Foundation to launch the “Armenia COVID-19 Small Business Support Initiative” which aimed to raise funds to support the business-related needs of family-owned businesses negatively impacted by COVID-19 in Armenia. After reporting record breaking GDP growth numbers in 2019, Armenia’s GDP was projected to be ~25% of what it would have been in 2020 before COVID-19.

This initiative helped identify and support family businesses throughout Armenia. Small businesses that are properly register, family-owned, employ less than 20 people and had 2019 annual sales of under 200K USD (96.5M AMD) received grants of up to $2,500 to help them meet specific needs of their COVID-19 effected businesses. The Paros team oversaw and administered the grants, ensuring full transparency and success in helping these businesses thrive through this crisis.
In an effort to try and control the spread of the Covid-19 Virus, the government of Armenia made the difficult decision to issue a strong stay-at-home order for the entire country. This directive created a very difficult situation for the elderly and other higher risk people. The head of Berd Consolidated Community, Harutyun Manucharyan, launched an effort to provide food staples to the elderly and others at high-risk. He turned to The Paros Foundation for help to reach 800 of the most vulnerable in his community.

Food packs included basic staples including flour, sugar, buckwheat, coffee, oil, tea and other essentials. Food packages were delivered twice throughout several weeks for these families. Staff from The Paros Foundation connected directly with food suppliers in Armenia and ordered the food staples and had them delivered to the city of Berd, where the municipality staff assembled and distributed the packs to the recipients.
July 2020 Attacks

On July 12, during the midst of the global Covid-19 pandemic, Azerbaijan renewed its attack on Armenia in violation of the 1994 ceasefire agreement.

Over the next two days, Azerbaijan launched artillery of various calibers at the Armenian civilian populations of several communities within Berd Consolidated Communities of Armenia’s Tavush Region. Families in these villages experienced material losses on their homes and property.

In immediate response to these attacks, The Paros Foundation announced the launch of its Emergency Reconstruction Fund. Many homes and buildings in the villages of Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur, Aygepar and Chinari received varying degrees of damage, including the Aygepar Kindergarten that was reconstructed by Paros in 2018. Our goal was to quickly deploy our work crews in these areas to repair the damage, and make significant improvements to these families’ homes.

The Paros team along with the Tavush Governor Hayk Chobanyan, Berd Consolidated Communities head Harutyun Manucharyan, representatives of the Prime Minister’s office, and local village representatives to visit the Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur, Aygepar and Chinari communities to assess the damage and to strategize and coordinate the next steps forward.
On July 16, 2020 the kindergarten in the village of Aygepar, which The Paros Foundation reconstructed in 2018, was shelled by the Azeris and sustained significant damage.

With the overwhelmingly quick support from our diasporan communities we were able to survey the damage and begin reconstructing days after the Azeri attack.
Prior to the Artsakh War, we launched the complete reconstruction of a 24-apartment building in the village of Aygepar to address housing needs for residents. During the July 2020 attacks, many of the 24 apartments in this building were damaged.

With the help of the money raised from the Emergency Reconstruction Fund, all of the units with residents have been reconstructed. Although renovation to the interiors of the units have been completed, there is still more work to be done. We are raising $50,000 to complete the stairwells and exterior. As villagers feel more secure and stable in Aygepar, they will be less likely to consider abandoning their homes and moving elsewhere.
44 Day War

On the morning of September 27th, Azerbaijan, with a population of nine million people launched an attack on the small Christian Armenian civilian population of only 150,000 people who have lived in the territory of Artsakh for thousands of years.

More than 4,000 Armenians were killed and more than 100,000 civilians were displaced. Internationally banned cluster-bombs were used against the civilian population in Artsakh. Azerbaijan committed war crimes as they tortured and killed POWs.

Schools, churches, hospitals and residential structures were damaged and destroyed by continuing shelling of these civilian targets. Azerbaijan’s oil-rich corrupt dictator, Ilham Aliyev, had said he will not stop the attack until there are no Armenians left in Artsakh. Azerbaijan did all of this with the direct support and involvement of the Republic of Turkey, its population of 90+ million people, and its own corrupt dictator, Recep Erdogan, and those countries including Israel that supplied sophisticated weapon systems to Azerbaijan. Turkey, a NATO ally, was recruiting and transporting Syrian Jihadists to fight against Armenians with the goal of genocide and Turkish expansionism through the Caucasus Region.

The Emergency Relief & Reconstruction Fund was launched in response to assist with the massive immediate humanitarian needs for the thousands of displaced families both during and after the war, and in reconstruction efforts to resettle families into new homes and allow them to begin their new lives.
Volunteer & Refugee Support

Immediate relief, resettlement and reconstruction were among our greatest priorities. Part of the funds raised through the Emergency Relief & Reconstruction Fund were used to facilitate support for volunteers and refugees.

- Donated more than $108,000 to support the pan-community effort for Armenia Fund USA.
- Purchased and airlifted critical medical equipment for both field and hospital use including defibrillators, mobile ultrasound equipment, electrosurgical units and other needed supplies.
- Purchased and delivered 160 gas heater cookers for use by refugees and volunteer defenders.
- Delivered three large winter tents to volunteer defenders on the border.
- Provided emergency relief to nine families in the form of lodging, food and/or supplies.
- Delivered 1,100 warm winter field coats and 200 warm winter pants for use by volunteer defenders.
Emergency Resettlement Program

The Paros Foundation launched a resettlement program as part of its Emergency Relief, Resettlement and Reconstruction-Artsakh Project to help families that fled Artsakh and are not able, or are unwilling to return. Many families lost everything because of the war and our goal was to quickly help resettle as many of them as possible to avoid losing them to another country for work or a place to live.

The program takes a comprehensive approach to refugee resettlement including thoroughly screening families, securing them permanent homes in Armenia including renovation and furnishings, and engaging the family in appropriate economic activities to help them provide for themselves. The first priority for families to resettle will be those from rural Artsakh, and in particular, large families whose lives were uprooted from territories now under Azeri control.

Leading Armenia & diaspora-based community organizations, Focus On Children Now, Sahman NGO, Teach For Armenia, and The Paros Foundation, have banded together to form the Armenian Resettlement Coalition to immediately address thousands of Armenian families displaced from the Artsakh war who wish to permanently remain in Armenia. Between the years of 2020-2021, 11 families were resettled into the communities of Nerkin Karmir Aghbyur (7), Mets Masrik (2), Tegh (1) and Nor Kharpert (1).
The Paros Foundation is currently fundraising for two large projects that will have lasting and meaningful benefit for the people in Artsakh.

ARTSAKH SOLAR PROJECT

Artsakh has a serious electricity deficit because of the loss of territory containing hydroelectric plants following the war. It is now a net importer of power (it used to be a net exporter of power). We have been approached by the Artsakh Government to support a 300 KW solar farm to be located near the Artsakh community of Karmir Shuka. Proceeds from the power generated would be essentially double the community’s current yearly budget and cover their electricity needs. In addition, excess power would help Artsakh in general as well. The solar farm will be located on community land and the government is prepared to provide that land for this purpose for free. We have funding secured for $125,000. An additional $100,000 needs to be raised to allow us to implement this important project.

NEW HOMES IN ARSTAKH

The Government of Artsakh has identified housing as one of its most needed areas of support. The Paros Foundation currently has funding for, and is currently in construction on 11 homes in different parts of Artsakh. Each home is approximately $30,000 and our crews are prepared to continue work on additional homes if funding allows. Please consider supporting new home construction for families in Artsakh.
The Paros Foundation continued to make grants to our organization partners in Armenia in 2020 and 2021. Our projects in Armenia continued to expand as a result of our increased income. The Foundation's operating expenses remained relatively consistent and are underwritten by the Strauch Kulhanjian Family and other donations earmarked for administrative support.

Income

The Paros Foundation successfully raised more than $2 Million in 2020 and $1.8 Million in 2021, making these our most successful fundraising years to date. This increase in income allowed us to implement a greater number of projects in Armenia thanks to the generous support of our donors and the Strauch Kulhanjian Family's commitment to underwrite administrative expenses.

Expense

The Paros Foundation continued to make grants to our organization partners in Armenia in 2020 and 2021. Our projects in Armenia continued to expand as a result of our increased income. The Foundation's operating expenses remained relatively consistent and are underwritten by the Strauch Kulhanjian Family and other donations earmarked for administrative support.
2020 Income & Expense

- **IN-KIND**: $35,000
- **OFFICE SPACE**: $33,000
- **MISCELLANEOUS**: $2,000

**TOTAL INCOME**: $2,066,073

- **CASH**: $2,031,073
- **STRAUCH KULHANJIAN FAMILY (FOR ADMIN)**: $365,620

**2020 TOTAL EXPENSE**: $1,582,727

- **ADMIN EXPENSES**: $392,014
- **GRANTS TO ORGS**: $91,500
- **PAROS PROJECTS**: $1,099,213

$0 CHARGED TO ADMIN
2021 Income & Expense

2021 TOTAL INCOME $1,838,803

- CASH $1,685,803
- STRAUCH KULHANJIAN FAMILY (FOR ADMIN) $328,423
- IN-KIND $153,000
  - OFFICE SPACE $53,000
  - COMPUTERS $100,000
- 2021 TOTAL EXPENSE $2,075,588
  - ADMIN EXPENSES $364,305
  - PAROS PROJECTS $1,546,257
  - SERVICE ARMENIA $65,026
  - GRANTS TO ORGS $71,060

$0 CHARGED TO ADMIN
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Arabian Family
Cary & Delores Arabian
Kristel Arabian
Nanor Arabian-Sadakian
Yegy Arabyan
Arsineh Arakel
Annet Arakelian
Ara Arakelian
Armine Arakelian
Barret & Caroline Arakelian
Claire Arakelian
Huleh Arakelian
Patil Arakelian
Vartan & Mari Arakelian
Marine Arakelians
Anush Arakelyan
Paul & Nelli Arakelyan
Rita Arakelyan
Soseh Aramouni
Tania Sarin Araradian
Ara & Aline Araz
Sandra Archer
Architectural Swag
Arcolian Dental Arts Society
Aregnazan Ktahamalir, 6th Grade
Mardo & Caroline Aristakessian
Panos & Salpie Aristakessian
Marina Aristakesyan
Zaven & Janet Ariyan
Leo Arkelian
Armen
Lee & Juanita Armen
Armenian Church of the Holy Martyrs
ACYOA Juniors
Armenian Dental Student Association of USC
Armenian Kids Club
Armenian Renaissance Association Inc.
Armenian Students Cultural Association - University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Sareen Armenian
Armo_Tweets
Armen Aroyan
Nerses Aroyan
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Arpa & Ryan
Liana Arshagouni
Armida Arslanian
Erika Arslanian
Mercedes Aline Arslanian
Vartan Arslanian
Vicken & Rosette Arslanian
Hilda Arslanoglou
Marousha Artan
Arda Artinian
Jim & Nancy Artinian
Vahe Artinian
Vartofi Artinian
Ani Artsvelyan
Tigranui Tina Artunyan
Vazgen & Nazik Artunyan
Ara & Ida Arushanyan
Armine Arustamyan
Ashkhen Arutunian
Karine Arutunyan
Maria Arutunyan
Ani Arutyunyan
Silva Arzunyan
Adrienne Asadoorian
Gayana Asatryan
Mark & Charlene Asdourian
Naree Ashtavanian
Aram Asmarian
Emma & Sofi Aslanian
Flora Aslanian
Marine Aslian
Arsine Aslanyan
Azat Aslanyan
Rubina Aslanyan
Antranig Asmorian
Sona Assadourian
Gary & Linda Assarian
Jaclyn Assarian
Sona Astvazarian
Jenik Badalian
Sarkis Badalian
Hayk Badalian
Stephan & Ani Astourian
Nelli Astvatsatryan
Anna Astvatsatryan
Jean-Marie & Lori Atamian
Narine Atamian
Stepan Atamian
Howard & Catherine Atesian
Mary Atikian
Sarkis Atotoyan
Shar Attaran
Mher Attarian
Aram Avagyan
Grigor Avagyan
Sarks Avagyan
Vartuhi Avagyan
Georges Avakian
Meganooch Avakian
Nareg & Ani Avakian
Tatiana Avakian
Teny Avakian
Artin Avanessian
Anita Avedian
Taylor Avedis
Ara & Maggie Avedisian
Edward & Pamela Avedisian
Albert Avedissian
Seta Avedissian
Hilda Avedissian-Tokat
Avetian Family
Anoush Avetikyan
Kevin Avetikyan & Manushak Amzoyan
Cohar Avetisian
Julie Avetisyan
Knarik Avetisyan
Manya Avetisyan
Meri Avetisyan
Stella Avetisyan
Tamar Avetisyan
Madlen Avetyan
Armen Avetyan & Margaret Movsesian
Natalie Avila
Martha Avtandilian
Virginia Avunjian
Lori Ayanian
Mark & Maral Ayanian
Paul & Ani Ayanian
Kathleen Aydjian
Natalie Ayouzian
Yeghia Steve Ayranjian
Andrey Ayrapetov
Mariya Ayrapetyan
Youhans Ayyazi
Ayyavazian-Daghlian Family Charitable Trust
Albert Ayyavazian
Ruzanna Ayyazyan
Sergey Ayyazyan
Rita Azadian
Arin Azarian
Hamlet & Ani Azarian
Azatyan Family
Louiza Azizian
Marian Azizian
Byuzand Azizyan
Victoria Babikian
Narine Babikian
Tsaghik Baboujdian
Allen Babroudi
Raffi Bachian
Badalian Family
Anet Badalian
Ani Badalian
Haykuhi Badalian
Jenik Badalian
Silva Badalian
Vegen Badalian
Andranik Badalyan
Harutyun Badalyan
Greg & Kelley Badishkanian
Alex Bagdasarian
Kristen Bagdasarian
Christina Baghdasarian
Gayane Baghdasaryan
Tigran Baghdasaryan
Anahid Baghdasarian
Carbis & Silva Baghdassarian
Stepan Baghdassarian
Zareh Baghdassarian
Arbi Baghoomian
Lusine Baghsarian
Arega Bagirian
Hajk Bagradjans
Deion, Vanae & Nara Bahariance
Alexandra Bailey
Sarah Baker
Davit Bakhchichyan
Tahiya Bakh
Sona Bakiyanian
Bakjianian Family
Andranik & Anait Bakmajian
Arsen & Talya Arabyan
Lucy Balaban
Jack Balabanian
Arin Balalian
Andre & Nora Balanji
Edward & Narine Balasaniian
Narine Balasaniian
Anait Balasanyan
Jirair Balayan
Anna Balayeva-Lim
Arthur Baldadian
Christine Balian
Haiq Balian
Lily Ring Balian
Michael Balian
Missak & Nairie Balian
Rita Balian
Siran Balian
Philip & Nora Balikian
Aram Balouzian
Silva Balouzian
Vicken & Paulina Balouzian
Paul Balsara
Anna Baltyan
Angela Balumyan
John Balyan
Hector Banda
Myrna Barakat
2020/2021 Donors

Kevork Bardakjian
Joan Bardez
Ani Bareghamyan
Kevin Bargamian
Hana Barhoumi
André, Mer & Tony Barko
Vanand Baroni
Aleen Baronian
Chuck & Peggy Barsam
Diane Barsam
Raffi & Hasmig Barsam
Barry Barsamian
Dikran & Lynn Barsamian
Dikran & Mary Anne Barsamian
Laila Barsamian
Ernest Barsamian & Sonig Kradjian
Vahagn Barseghyan
Varduhi Barsegyan
Bearj Barsoumian
Hasmik Barsoumian
Jill Barsoumian
Sarkis & Alis Barsoumian
Marina Barsumian
Philip Barton
Lyla Bashan
Sareen Bashian - Barclay's Coffee & Tea
Vahagn Barseghyan
Varduhi Barsegyan
Bearj Barsoumian
Hasmik Barsoumian
Jill Barsoumian
Sarkis & Alis Barsoumian
Marina Barsumian
Philip Barton
Lyla Bashan
Sareen Bashian - Barclay's Coffee & Tea
Nadia Basil
Gayane Besnelian
Annette Besnilian
Laura Beulens
Joseph & Araxi Bezdjian
Sylva Bezian
Marie Shake Bezjian
William Bgdoian
Christina Bianco
John & Sophie Bilezikian
Dyan Billal
Debra Bilodeau
Vigen Biramian
Agnes Bisgaard
Eduardo & Jennifer Blanco
Bodega Los Alamos
Paul Boghosian
Audrey Bogosian
Claire Bogosian
Jeffrey Bogosian & Joan Yazejian
Martin & Suzanne Bohigian
Daron Boloyan
Michael & Heghine Boloyan
Thomas & Alyssa Bonomo
Narineh Bonyadi
Yannick Boone
Jeanette Boras
Emily Bosco
Arpie Bosnoyan
Azniv Bosnoyan & Family
Khachatur Bosnoyan
Manuk & Edita Bosnoyan
Nerses & Marine Bosnoyan
Sarkis & Srbi Bosnoyan
Varuzh & Karine Bosnoyan
David & Deborah Bossy
Vana Bottrose
Nayiri Boubousis
Arbi Boughousi
Seda Boulos
Grigor Boursalian
Ari & Nanoy Boyadjian
Chris Boyadjian
Greg & Annie Boyadjian
Moses Boyadjian
Peter & Claudia Boyadjian
George & Denise Boyagian
Arto Boyajian
Berj Boyajian & Family
David Boyajian
Jack & Rita Boyajian
Nona Boyajyan
Avedis & Houry Boyamian
Emmeele Boyland
Yulia Boyle
Lisa Bozkurtian
Karen Bracco
Joanna Bradley
Ian Brand & Brittany Woodward
Ryan & Mari Brandt
Ena Brdjanovic
Guénivère Bressac
Terry Bretzke
Jim & Beth Broussalian
Andy Brunel
Robert & Suzanne Brunel
Elen Brutyan
Caroline Bullock
Thomas & Ani Burke
Greg Burns & Lisa Esayian
Butch McGuire Inc.
Hasmik Buzzetta
Christopher Byke
Grigor C.
Nicholas Cabraloff
Lisa Caeymaex
Yolanda Caldera
Michael Candan
Katrin Canlas
Philip Capuzzi
Lilil Caradanian
Fred Carama
Armine Carapetian
Lydia Carey
Elisabete Carinha
Eleanor Caroglanian
Dan Carlsen & Talene Yacoubian
Michael & Kathleen Casey
Kristin Cass
Caterina Catalano
Zyon Cavalera
Josh & Alvart Cedar
Teresa Cesmeci & Family
Ara & Michelle Chackerian
Richard & Sharon Chackerian
Anahid Chakalian
Marlene Chakardjian
Robert Chakhoian
Anahid Chalikian
Vartan Chalikyan
Macruhi Chalikian
Melissa Chalma
Jenny Chan
Bryan Chantigian
Edisson Chatchatrian
Lena Chatchatrian
Peter Chelebian
Viken Chelebian
Jack Chelebian & Gail Farrell
Alex Cherchian
Ara Cherchian
Christina Cherekdjian
Nelly Chermayan
Ellen Sarkissian Chesnutt
Janet Childs
Samuel & Lucy Chilingarian
Yeva Chillingaryan
Nikki Chividian
Liana Chobanyan
Lousineh Cholakian
Tigran Cholakyan
Shushan Chomadzhyan
Jacob Chopourian
Tevin Chopourian
Jirair & Aline Christianian
2020/2021 Donors

Michael & Carolyn Chuang
Michael & Linda Cirella
City Wide Transportation
Benjamin & Niva Clark
Patil Clark
Whitney Clark
Kenneth Clark & Hasmg Seropian
Clasicks
Claretalks
Client Outreach
Ethan Clifford
Anush Clyde
Cobalt & Sapphire
Amanda Coker
Dan Colcomb
Leah Collins
Context Engineering Co.
Fatima Cortez
Pamela Coulis
Kathleen Coyle
Daniel & Anahid Crecelius
Christian Cronauer
Robert & Aline Cross & Family
Crown Properties
Jeffrey Cruttenden
Arisdelsy Cuevas
Jiyobani Cuevas
Cultural Society of Armenians from Istanbul
Melissa Cunningham
Christina Curatolo
Linda Cusick
Donald Cutler
Julie Cyan

Dan & Aline Donabedian
Daniel Donabedian
Philip Donian
Tsoleen & Mary Donoyan
Hannah Doughri
Heratch & Sonya Doumanian
Doyan Family
Laura Doyan
Megan Driscoll - EvolveMKD
Louise Du Gan
Deena Dulgerian
George & Laila Dulgeryan
Der Dumanyan
Flora Dunaians
Stacey Duprey
Sahitya Durgempudi
Ani Duzadabanyan
Anna Dzhabaryan
Eliza Dzhaneryan
Arman Dzhagragatspanyan
Marine Dzhugaryan

Lou & Sarine D’Angelo
Greg & Carmen Dadourian
Dadourian Foundation
Terez Daibyan-Kazanjian
Lia Daliran
Tina Damadyan
Aykui Damaryan
Vania Damerjian
Talar Danayan
Rachel Daniel
Mariam Danielyan
Maral Darakjian
David & Marianne Dardarian
Leona Darmanian
Daughters of Vartan Anoush Chapter
Armik Davalkhalian
Aspet & Arax Davidian
Christyne Davidian
Paul Davidian
Sevana Davidian
Siran Davidian
George & Naomi Davitian
Simon Davitian
Siran Davitian
Nare Davoodi
Anik Zohrabian Davoodian
Ester Davtyan

Narine Davtyan
Francesco de Tommasi
Roupen Dechkhounian
Eli & Noushig Dekermenjian
Houy Dekermenjian
Maroush Dekermenjian
Tamar Dekirmenjian
Ms. Emily Del Signore
Christina Del Zingaro
Arianna Deleon
June Demerdjian
Kathleen Demerdjian
Lorig Demirchian
Michael Demirchian
Sarkis Demircioglu
Aram Demirdjian
Satenik Demirdjian
Maria Demirian
Mihran Demirian
Maya Dengel
Elizabeth Dennehy
Denton Johnson Family
Diran Depanian
Tatiana Der Avedissian
Levon Der Bedrossian
Sebouh Der Kiureghian
Brian & Cynthia Der Matoian
Nyree Der-Megerdician
Desseel Derabrahamian
Ohan & Palig Derabrahamian
Krikor & Arda Deramerian
Renée Deramerian
Janine Derbogosian
Steven & Laura Derderian
Garen & Melanie Derhartunian
Matthew Derohanessian
Maral Dersarkissian
Arman Dertsakyan
Theodore Deryan
Mitesh & Lanisha Dhampani
Hannah Doughri
Heratch & Sonya Doumanian
Doyan Family
Laura Doyan
Megan Driscoll - EvolveMKD
Louise Du Gan
Deena Dulgerian
George & Laila Dulgeryan
Der Dumanyan
Flora Dunaians
Stacey Duprey
Sahitya Durgempudi
Ani Duzadabanyan
Anna Dzhabaryan
Eliza Dzhaneryan
Arman Dzhagragatspanyan
Marine Dzhugaryan

Julinn Ear
Isobel Eastwood
Anto & Tamar Ekbarian
Yercanik Eciliyan
Yester Edikyan
Edson Family
Sako Egiazaryan
Arshile Egoyan
Arthur & Margaret Ehramjian
Sarah Ehscheid
Alain & Mary Ekmalian
Annie Ekmekchian
Gayane Ekmekchian
Cohar Ekmekdjian
Tate Eknaian
Fauouzi & Jacqueline Elchemmas
Elegante Electrolysis
Mujtaba Elgoodah
Maral Elliott
Fady Elmankabady
Employees of Western Drug
Encino Tailors Bridal & Tuxedo
Robert & Trisha End
Enipra Beauty - Arpine Bandaryan
Reannah Ennis
Dafna Erana
Ari Esayan
Renita Esayan
Alecko Eskandarian
Edik Eskandarian
Haig Alexander Eskandarian
Ruben & Hasmg Eskandarian
Osanna Eskijian
Andrew Esmalian
Mary Essayan
Tamar Estanboulian
Karine Eurdexian
Evan Rich Photography
Aleisha Everett

THE PAROS FOUNDATION
2020/2021 Donors

EvolveMKD
Theo & Marie Exergian

F
Becka Fabian
Shyann Fail
Fakhoorian & Boyadjian Family
Timothy Falconio
Cassandra Falk
Natalie Fardmanesh
Maya Farnum
John & Lucille Farsakian
Horace Felton, Ill & Ann Schrader
Amanda Ferhadson
James Fern
Meryl Fernandes
Richard & Arax Fernandes
Annie Fereznian
Hovsep & Hilda Fidanian
Stephan & Kristina Findikyan
Sorcha FitzGerald
Owen Flanagan
James Flood & Penelope Chittenden Flood
Lucy Demirdjian Flynn
Joseph Forgets
Rita Fovenyessy
Catherine Frandsen
Leilah Franklin
Michael & Andrea Frantz
Charles Freda
Lida Manoukian Friberg
Samantha Fukushima
Francesca Fumagalli-Cirianni
Kevin FYdych

G
Stéphane Gabioux
Katrin Gabri
Arevig Gabriel
Suzanne Gabrielle
Aram Gabrielyan
Hovik & Lucine Gabrielyan
Robert Gabrielyan
Gohar Galadzhyan
Hyka Galadzhyan
Maral Galinyan
Tania Gallardo
Chris Gallatin
Sona Gallatin
Patrick Gallegos
Garnik & Diana Galoostian
Hrach & Tamar Galoustian
Tatevik Galoyan
Hripsime Galstian
Aram Galstyan
Armine Galstyan
David Galstyan
Arpine Gamazyan
Hapet & Kathleen Garabed-Kristina
carabedian - ShoeBox Sharing, Inc.
Shant & Robin Garabedian
Gorkem Gokmen
Victoria Gokoglian
Ivan Golbasarians
Talin Golnazarian
Valik Golnazarian
Varujan & Biana Concuian
Bryan Gonzalez & Zella Cherchian
Robert & India Goodin
Peter & Sarah Goorjian
Harry & Charlene Goshgarian
Gabe & Stephanie Goshgian
Patrick & Mary Goshitjian
Nathan Cotton
Natalie Cougassian
Could (Shaghalian) Family
Forrest Could
Ara & Adrireh Couloumian
Ardashes Courdikian
Shant & Maro Courdikian
Vasken & Roubina Courdikian
Gary Gozmanian
Alex Gradet
Jim Graham
Glenn Greenberg
Iva Greene
Nara Griffen
Armen Grigorian
Emin Grigorian
Coris Grigorian
Hamlet Grigorian
Hrachik Grigorian
Nazeli Grigorian
Sabina Grigorian
Dvin Grigorian
Liana Grigories
Elizabet Grigorjan
Armine Grigoryan
Artem Grigoryan
Aspet & Lilit Grigoryan
David Grigoryan
Fred Grigoryan
Lilit Grigoryan
Lusine Grigoryan
Marianna Grigoryan
Milena Grigoryan
Roza Grigoryan
Mikayel Grigoryan & Lusine Mirzakhanyan
Karina Grigoryants
Gina Grotelueschen
Armine Guetchchian
Sarkis Guekgezian
Nicole Gueroian
Adriana Guerero
Tamar Gugasian
Francesca Guglielmno
Marishka Gukasyan
Jacques Gulekjian
Alena Guloyan
Tania Gumsbergan
Andrea Gumusbian
Grigor Gumusbian
Alex Guo
Gurgenian Family
Elizabeth Gustafson

H
Anne Haas
Kaiane Habeshian
Ann Gina Hablaniian
Anita Hablian
Hachigian Family
Kirk & Kathy Hachigian
Paul & Sosy Hachigian
Arleda Hacopian
Eric & Christina Hacopian
Nicholas & Sarah Hacopian
Raffi & Rosanna Haddad
Arto & Fimi Haddadian
Andrea Hagemann
Carooneh Haghnazarian
Paul Hajiarian
Hagopian Family
Lindsey Hagopian
Michelle Hagopian
Hai Benefit Circle
Robert Haig
Catherine Hairabedian
Danielle Tognozzi Hairabedian
Eleena Hairabedian
Hairapetian & Hairapetian
Shahen Hairapetian & Arax Mansourian
Arshavir & Alis Hajibekyan
Azatui Hajibekyan
Harutyun Hajibekyan
Hovsep & Elizabeth Hajibekyan
Charles & Mary Kay Hajinian
Anna Hakobyian
Gayane Hakobyian
Aida Hakopian
Menoua Hakopian
Sevak Hakopyan
Kat Hakouian
Hagop A. Hakverdian
John & Lisa Halebian
Alishan & Alice Halebian
Lydia Tutunjian
Tatiana Halici
Lucy Hallajian
Arman Hamamah
Artin & Agavni Hamamcian
Dro Hambarchian
Gohar Hambardzumyan
Carine Hambarian
Liana Hambayan
Vicken Hambayan & Anqit Akopyan
Devan Hamback
Vrej & Nancy Hamboundian
Samantha Hampar
John & Beth Hamparian
Lorig Hamparian
Hripsime Hamstra
Rachel Hand
Harvey & Nora Hanoian
Baylee Hanson
Claudia Hardy
Ed Haroian
Susan Haroutunian
Christine Haroutounian
Aram Harutunian
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Hasmik Harutunyan
Mariam Harutyunyan
Mikey Monte Harutyunyan
Tannaz Hasnat
Jacob Hastigan
Hasmik Hatamian
Gladis Hayen
Armen & Eleanor Hayrapetian
Gurgen Hayrapetyan
Milan Hayriyan
Meline Hazaryan
Talin Fakhoorian Hazrati
Julia Head
Lainy Hedaya
Marc Heinicke
Ashley Henderson
Sam & Deanna Hendrick
Aram & Hysmig Henesian
Mark & Maida Henesian
Patrick Henry
Tyann Henry - GlossedGlazed
Henry's House of Coffee
Ashley Herbinger
Katherine Herlihy
Christy Herman
Arthur & Lucy Hernandez
Margaret Herzen
Kathleen Higgins
Sonia Hill
Herman & Shooshig Hintiryan
Zaven Hintiryan
Lester Hiscoe & Barbara Garjian Hiscoe
Dustin Hochmuth
Raffi & Ester Hodikian
Michelle Hoersch
Arthur & Vivian Hoff
Coryna Hoffman
Sarah Hoffman
Sirvard Hogtanyan
Caroline Holanda
Stuart & Andrea Holbrook
Jennifer Holguin
John Holland
Walter Holleran & Karen Partoyan Holleran
Marissa Honda
Hoork's Place
Kevin Horn
Rupert & Lora Horoupian
Margaret Hougasian
Namir Hourani & Karen Proudian
Hermine Hovakimian
Iren Hovakimyan
Lauren Hovanesian
Arthur Hovannessian
Celine Hovannisyan
Ani Hovasapyan
Zara Hovasapyan
Henri Hovhannesyan
Armenuhi Hovhannes
Hasmik Hovhannisyan
Maral Hovsepian
Maral Tanielian Hovsepian
Nayri Hovsepian
Sona Hovsepian
Talar Hovsepian
Vardui Hovsepian
Aram & Lori Hovsepian
Gohar Hovsepian
Kristine Hovsepian
Christina Huckabay
Treg Hudson
Carolina Hurtado
Sarah Huynh
Hye Style Apparel

I

Ara Ian
Anna Iavrian
ICU Eyewear
Daniel & Annie Imasdounian
Vasken & Nova Imasdounian
Armen Indjejikian
Hagop & Nora Injeyan
Instock Inc.
Edita Isajanyan
Natalie Isayan
Francisco Ishino
Vae & Peggy Ishkhanian
Karine Ishkhanyan
Iskenderian & Baliozian Family
Rubina Israyelyan
Hendrik Issaian
Eddie Istanbul
Anna Izekelian
William Izmiryan

J

Shawn Jacobson
Alexandra Jaeger
Jamgotchian Family
Olia Jamgotchian
Taleen Jamgotchian
Gregory & Sandra Jamian
Hovig Jamsakian
Emin Janaaslani & Michelle Keshishi
Mr. & Mrs. Rupen & Araz Janbazian
Michael & Kitza Janecek
Marc & Krista Janigian
Miran Janigian
Robert & Marianne Janigian
Natalie Janji
Susan Janoyan
Rita Jarlevian
Karen Jarquin
Lori Jarus
Hajig Jasa
Krikor & Alex Javardian
Greg Jean
Diane Jebejian
Jimmy Jebejian
Sandy Jebejian
Diron Jebejian & Andrea Montalbano
Jefferson Art Day Fundraiser
Rose Jeffrey
Karen Jehanian

K

Hrayar & Zaroug Kabakian
Joseph Kabaklian
Kabaklian Insurance Agency
Ariana Kabodian
Rose Kachadoorian
Maida Kaderian
Khatchik Kafafian
Kagan Family
Aghavny Kahkejian
Alina Kahkejian
Julia Kahrl
Ara Kasier & Homa Ahmadi
John & Maryln Kaishian
Michael & Joyce Kaishian
Kajikian Family
Hagop Kalaidjian
Mariam Kalamian
Nareg Hoori & Vrej Kalamkarian
Seta Kalandjian
Shahan Kalenderian
Vicken Kalindjian
Alexander Kalognomos
Robert Aram & Marianne Kalosdian
Harry Kaloustian
Anita Kalust
Anna Kanan
Maria Kanavos-Hadjipavlou
Ara & Caline Kanbarian
Ani Kandakhchyan
Kathryn Kandarian
Zaven & Janet Kanneian
John & Linda Kapigian
Krista Kaplanian
Lucine Kaperlian
Seth Kaperlian
Robert & Victoria Kaperlian
Lauren Kaperlian Davidson
Peter & Carole Karabashian
Sarkis Karabashian
Anahit Karabiberjian
Silva Karafilis
Levon Karageuzian
Alexandre Karajayerlian
Karakashian Issakhanian Family
Carolina Karakashian
Karakhanyan Family
Nora Karaminian
Hovhannes Karyan
John Karanyan
Silviya Karapetian
Oganes Karapetian & Loussine Oganesian
David Karapetjian
Araksya Karapetyan (via ToTalkArmenian)
Elina Karapetyan
Katrine Karapetyan
Lilit Karapetyan
Karen Karbouchian
Alek & Armen Kargodorian
Arka & Nelly Kargodorian
Elena Karimian
Datev Karjian
Aleek Karkazian
Patil Karkazian
Zepur Karkazian
Nathalie Karouni
Tigran Karzian
Anush Karafyan
Armenuhi Kartalyan
Lilit Karufanian
Hamo & Tina Kasbarian
Lori Kashgian
Alexis Kasparian
Irina Kassabian
Kelly Shoqigig Kabasian
Paul Kassabian & Family
Anais Kassardjian
Ruzanna Katabyan
Adrine Katchadurian
Katchigian Family
Peter & Desie Katris
Alma Kay
Gary Kazanjian
Lisa Kazanjian
Sahak Kazanjian
MiraK Kazanjian - Skewers Food Truck
Nerses Kazanjian
Richard & Cynthia Kazanjian
Armine Kazarian
Carol Kazarian
Natalie Kazarian
Evelina Kazaryan
Haigaz Kazazian
Joseph H. Kazazian
Lilit Kazikhanyan
Danny Kazorian
Shahe & Inessa Kechejian
Claire Kedeshian
John & Ani Kedeshian
Elizabeth Keenan
Melanie Keeney
Tiare Keeno
Catherine Keligian
Grant Keligian
Antranig Kelley
Julie Keltonic
Christine Keochekian
Susan Keoleian
Araksia Keoroglian
Talar Keoseyan
Elisa Kerneklian
Mugerdeech & Clara Kerneklian
Greg Kesabyan
Roubina Keshish-Moses
Ariel Keshishi
Anahit Keshishian
Armen & Elizabeth Keshishian
Haroutun Keshishian
Lucy Emishyan Keshishian
Vaneh Keshishian
Zohrab Keshishian
Talin Keshishoghlian
Lilit Keshishyan
Kessab Youth Organization
Vivian Kessedjian
Rachel Keteyian
Gary Kevorkian & Sonia Kazazian
Maria Kevorkian
Naira Kh
Annette Khachatourian
Asbed Khachatourian
Careen Khachatourian
Natasha Khachatourian
Yeraz Khachatourian
Caren Khachatrian
Armen Khachatryan
Ellen Khachatryan
Jivan Paul Khachatryan
Kristina Khachatryan
Susanna Khachatryan
Vahe Khachatryan
Anna Khachaturian
Romela Khachikyan
Victoria Khamandarian
Dikran. Asghigh, and Aileen Khanjian
Garbis Khanjian
Hrayr Khanjian
Nelli Khanjian
Mher Khanyan
Meline Khapapyan
Vartie Khatch
Annmarie Khatchadourian
Aram & Lorraine Khatchadourian
Elsie Khatchadourian
Hillon Khatchadourian
Nayiri Khatchadourian
Samuel Khatchadourian
Taleen Khatchadourian
Vartan & Siroon Khatchadourian
Audrina & Andrew Khachatryan
Sylvia Khatcherian
Emilie Khatchetourian
Nairy Khatchiguiian
Levon Khojayan
Lara Khosrovian
Hagop Hratchia Khrimian
Johnny Khuededian
Stephan Khukoyan
Angela Khurdajian
Christopher Kibarian
Ara Kilaghbian
Cor & Louisa Kirakosian
Ani Kirakosyan
Sarkis Kiramijian & Anna Harutyunyan
Vincent Kirk
George & Tamara Kirkjan
Zhana Kibalyan
Maggie Kiupelian
Assadour & Lena Kizirian
Bob & Rose Kizirian
Lillian Klanian
Susan Yacobian Klein
Katerina Klezlova
Taleen Klick
Jaclyn Kliwer
Steven & Elise Kline
Rudolf & Karin Klinkradt
Knights & Daughters of Vartan Nareg-Shavarshan Lodge & the Zabelle Otyag
Knights of Vartan Ardaz Lodge
Knights of Vartan Charities Inc.
Knights Of Vartan - Daron Lodge
Knights of Vartan Nareg-Shavarshan Lodge
Knights of Vartan - Sevan Lodge #28
Angelique Knoll
Arman Kocharyan
Karine Kocharyan
Ani Kocharyants
Ani Kolangian
Shant Kolanjian
Nancy Kolligian
Marine Kombajyan
Carine Komchouyan
Komitas Educational Systems, Inc.
Armik Charakhanian Konarak
Arthur Koncagul
Norman & Rosemary Kondy
Laura Blaise Konz
Greg & Nadine Koobatian
Kooyrigs x Ellian Designs Collaboration
James Koplin
Edward & Yvonne Korkoian
John Varouj Koroyan
Mariam Kostandyon
Vahe Kostandyan
Armond & Sylva Kotikian
Tamara Kotayan
George Koukjian
Garbis & Melina Koulanian
Vram Kouramajian
Vartkes & Alice Kourouyian
Ralph & Roxanne Kourtjian
Serop Koushinian
Lisa Kourooujian
Evelyn Kowalski
Alex Koyoumjian
Eliza Kozanian
Nairi Krafian
2020/2021 Donors

Jayne Kranjec
Jack Krbekyan
Adrienne Krikorian
Michael Krikorian
Sosse Krikorian
Zaven & Jackelin Krikorian
Surya Krishnan
Krisian Family
Harout & Archakohie Krumian
Zareh & Lisa Krumian
Berjo Ksadjikian & Elza Khachatrian
Ralf Kubli
Greg Kulhanjian
Beza Kulu
Hagop & Son Kupelian
Roger Kupelian
Ava Kuredjian
Mariam Kutukjian
Holly Kuykendall
Lusik Kuryan
Brock Kyle
Kyurkchyan Family

Dustin Lovett
Emily Lu
Thomas Lucas & Lois Keegan
Dagmar Ludwig
Margareta Lundgren
Jacqueline Lusinyan
Shakeh Lusinyan
Alexandra Lynn

M

Amber Mackay
Harut & Angela Madatovian
Irma Madilian
Sarah Mayfyn
Suren Magakian
Monique Magbuhos
Steven Maginnis
Nick Mahan
Nona Mahari
Ara Mahdessian & Katherine Eskidjian
Houri Mahserejian
Hovig & Ani Mahserejian
Gevorg Mailyan
Maria Maissian
Natalia Makova
Patil Matalian
Paulette Malekian
Hovannes & Elza Malikyan
Malkhasyan Family
Mesrop & Veronika Malkhasyan
Maria Mananian
Hmayak Manasyan
Mandossian Family
Karen Mangune
Margot Mankian
Donald & Lisa Manoogian
Lisa Manookian
Koko Manouelian
Onnig Manougian
A. S. Manoukian
Camille Manoukian
Marina Manoukian
Nanor Manoukian
Sevag Manoukian
Robert Manselian
Nora Mansour
Corinne Mansourian
Masis & Janet Mansourian
Armond Mansuryan
Leo & Son Manuelian
Inessa Manvelyan
Vanui Manukian
Anna Manukyan
Arpi Manukyan
Arsen Manukyan
Gohar Manukyan
Julieta Manukyan
Kristina Manukyan
Mary Manukyan
Sarkis & Seakly Manukyan
Stella Manukyan
Tristan Manwaring

Tigran Marabyan
Aroussiak Maraian
Maral Maral
Danny & Elizabeth Mardikian
Argin Mardirosian
Koko Mardirosian
Talin Mardirosians
Adik Mardirosian
Hovhannes & Anahit Mardirosian/Chazaryan
Ani Margarian
Hourie Markarian
Armen Markarian
Hannah Marianetti
Ani Markarian
Avedis & Armenouhie Markarian
Danny Markarian
Hera Markarian
Kris Markarian
Monica Markarian
Serj Markarian
Shant Markarian
Mariam Markosyan
Talar Markosyan
Andrea Marootian
Tatiana Marquez
Elena Marra-Lopez
Anita Martikyan
Armine Martikyan
Roy & Annie Martinian
Anoush Martirosian
Narine Martirosian
Yana Martirosova
Martirosyan Family
Anahit Martirosyan
Araxi Martirosyan
Armen Martirosyan
Lilit Martirosyan
Mariam Martirosyan
Serje Martus
Sofia Martirosyan
John Maseredjian
Katiana Mashikian - Mister Baby
Jeff & Julie Masoian
Melina Massih
Melvin Massih
Ara Matevosian
Artemis Matevosyan
Arthur & Eliz Matevosyan
Ms. Tiffany Matevosyan
Ara & Anna Matosian
Joseph & Molly Matossian
Jenik Matousian
Olya Mauer
Anna Ayrapatova Mauro
Nora Mazmanian
Kristina McCarty
Tigrid Tang McConnell
Alexis McCowan
Casey McCusker
Diana Mcdonald
Zara McDonald
Nancy McKenna
Kieran Mckeon
2020/2021 Donors

Elizabeth Mckown
Darlene Mcmahan
Tracey McVey
Medalinetech
Mark & Gassia Medazoumian
Vicken Medazoumian
Garbis & Janet Mejerian
Elizabeth Megrapyan
Dikran Megrdichian
Mariam Megrdichian
Sarkis Meguerdijian
Moushegh Mehr
Vahag Mehrabian
Robert Meister
Eve Mekerdichian
Carene Mekertichyan
David Mekertichyan
Albert Mekhakyan
Harout Mekhtarian
Tanya Mekhtikhanyan
Greg & Nyire Melik
Philip & Hilda Melkonian
DjLu Meli
Armen Melik
Alessandra Melikian
Edgar Melikian
Evelyn Melikian
Ani Melijian
Brian & Laura Melkesian
Karin Melkesian
Sophie Melkissentian Dietz
Anet Melkomian
Arin Melkonian
Nona Melkonian
Viken & Arpi Melkonian
Hasmik Menechyan
Michelle Menechyan
Anna Menejian
Brianna Menendez
Mari Louise Menendian
Menkes Family
Mercy High School
Perssy Mergeanian
Shoushan Merguerian
Violet Assatouri Meserkhany
Nimh Mesmer
Loucine Mesrobian
Narek & Jessica Messerkhanyan
David & Margaret Mgrublian
Anna Mgshyan
Stephanie Michaelian
Adam Michaelson
Midnite - Express
K. & S. Mikaelian
Caroline Mikailian
Gil Mikal
Sako Mikhail
Lucine Mikhanyan
George Mikhailian
Autumn Miller
Crystal Miller
Arman Mimar
Jacqueline Mimno
Artin & Elena Minaeian
Balen Minas
Caro & Rebecca Minas
Edvin Minasian
Marina Minasian
Victor Minasian
Andre Minasian
Caro Minasian
Hagop Minasian
Siuneh Minasian
Admine Minasian
Avetis Minasyan & Rima Kazaryan
Sohail Mirak
Arda Mirek
Noe Mirzaian
Tsolair Mirzaian
Vonnie Mirzakanian
Misfit, LLC
Donald & Martha Missirlian
Charles Mitchell
Charles & Diana Mkhtarian
Armen Mkhtarian
Mkhlian Family
Gevork Mkhsyan
Sara Mkrtchian
David Mkrtchyan
Hasmik & Mariam Mkrtchyan
Martine Mkrtchyan
Mher Mkrtchyan
Yelena Mkrtchyan
Dante Vahagn Mnatsakanyan
David Mnatsakanyan
Liana Mnatsakanyan
Eden Moalem
Anthony Moens
Marina Mograbian
Nanor Momdjian
Joe Momjian
Vik Momjian
Vincent Montalbano
Dan Montalbano & Marian Smith & Family
Chris Montalvo
Audrey Mooradian
Rita Mooradian
Erik Moore
Patrick & Nadia Moore
Richard & Kathy Moore
Kathryn Moos
Celina Moradian
Daniel Morfs
Christine Morin
Michael Moritsch
Sonya Moroukian
Morovati Chiropractic Corp.
P. Kevin Morris
Patricia Morris
Lori Moses
Rafy & Ban Julius Mosesian
Nata Moseian
Giselle Mota
Gegham Movses
Angelika Valerie Movsesian
Armen Movsesian
Arpi Movsesian
Henrietta Movsesian
Ani Movsisyan
Movses Movsisyan
Elena Movsisian
Rafik Mugheñtsyan
Camille Mugdechian-Armen
Brian Muller
Arthur & Rosemond Muncherian
Ed & Nazik Muradlyan
Anahit Muradyan
Oganes Muradyan
Gerry & Caroline Murray
Jasmine Murrell

N

Naddisy Foundation Inc.
Aram Nahabedian
Roupen & Siran Nahabedian & Family
Sevan Nahabedian
Silva Nahabedian
Michael & Nora Nahabet
Anna Najarian
Berge & Mary Najarian
Danny Najarian
George & Carolann Najarian
Hoosik Najarian
Rose Najarian
Tavit Najarian
Nakashian Family
Tamar Nalbandbashian
Allen & Wendy Nalbandian
Artak Nalbandian
Papken Nalbandian
Vahe & Seta Nalbandian
Armine Naldzhyan
Daniel Nanadjianians
Emily Nanadjianians
Nane Collection
Emma Kyra Nankivel
Oganes Natanyan
Natasha
Natures Cradle Nursery and Farmstand
Marine Navasardyan
Pierre & Jackie Nazaretian
Anasheh Nazari
Gilbert Nazari
Berjuhi Nazarian
Ed Nazarian
Garo Nazarian
Haik Nazarian
Henrik Nazarian
Levon & Vera Nazarian
Yerpem & Madeleine Nazarian
Vayette Nazarian
Elena Nazarians
Nicholas & Ayerlin Nazarians
Gohar Nazaryan
Lilit Nazaryan
Sos Nazaryan
Ronald & Vivian Nazeley
Grace Nealon
Crigori Nemet
Anna Nenedzhyan
Raffi Nerkizian
2020/2021 Donors

Christina Nersesian
Karine Nersessian
Maria Nersesyan
Luiza Nersisyian
Suren Nersisyan
Stephen John Newton
Diana Nguyen
Duyhien Nguyen
Gia Nguyen
Leigh Anh Nguyen
Darrell Nicholson
Alice Nigoghosian & Sandra Nigoghosian
Irina Nikogosyan
Cynthia Nikssarian
Eric & Sofia Nikssarian
Hasmik Nineteenfifteen
Allen & Rosie Nisanyan
Alisa Nishanova
Saskia Nitschmann
Nicholas Nizibian
Nor Keghi Association
Rose Norayan
Kenneth & Cynthia Norian
Mikael Nortikyan
Lara Nosseir
Siyouneh Novshadian
Marine Nubaravacharyan
Tatiana Nunneri
Michell Nurick

O

Chris Oatey
Robert Oc
Annie Odabashian
Marie Odabashian
Nishan & Lilit Odabashian
Cynthia Odell
Allen & Erika Odian
Lizzie Offredi
Diane Oganesova
Armenak Oganesyan
Kristina Oganesyan
Natalie Oganesyan
Vartan Oganesyan
Vartuhi Oganesyan
Vladimer Oganezov
Rouzanna Oganissian
Anna Oganian
Esther Oganany
Nora Oghlian
Shoghig Oghlian
Liza Ogulluk
Carol Ohanesian
Cluade & Audrey Ohanesian
Arman Ohanian
Diron & Gohar Ohanian
Raffi Ohanian - ARSS Flooring
Sevak Ohanian
Zephyr Ohanian
Ashot Ohanyan
Sergey Serj Ohanjanyan
Elena Ohanova
Elen Ohanyan

P

Justin Page & Anastasia Christofakis
John & Shooshan Paklaiian
Sevan Palanjian
Juleta Palyan
Mary Panosian
Tirouii Panosian
Tslog & Maral Panossian
Holger Panlaff
Suzanne Papaiian
Papazian Family
Papazian & Hochmuth Family
Jeanne Papazian
Souren Papazian
Jeanmarie Papelian
Victoria Parian
Shant & Mike Parikian
Helen Parnagian
Arpine Parseghian
Berj Parseghian
Kevoj & Hermine Parseghian
Lynn Parseghian
Levon Parsegov
Nairi Parsekyan
Hrachya Paruuyran
Irene Pashapour
Maxim Pashnin
Hovhannes Pashyan - Vav Plastic, Inc
Sophia Pasichnik
Charles & Diane Paskerian
Karo Patatyan
Raj. Indira and Davina Patel
Roman & Delina Patel
Sneha Patel
Manushak Patrikian

Q

Noelle Quinn
Qur Shop
Preston & Gretchen Qvistgaard-Petersen

R

Raffi Rachdouni
Raffi Berberian Photography
2020/2021 Donors

Bahar Rahnama
Charles Raine
Hirant & Alis Rakijian
Ashvin & Lisa Rao
Lisa Raphael
Ferdaws Rashid
Aida Rastegari
Alan Ravenscroft
Clarissa Razavi - CostaCoast.World
Thia Reggio
Ari Reisian
Daniel & Ani Repchian
Rachel Resnik
Wesley Richardson
Chris Rivera
Claire Roberts
Janet Roberts
Victoria Robertson
Robin the Robot
Mara Roder
Adriana Maria Rodriguez
Raphael Rodriguez
Carolina Ronda
Rosalyynn Kahu-Biko Collective
Anna Rose
Christina Rose
Sonja Rose
Rossetto Family
Gerald & Pat Rossi
Bradshaw & Catherine Rost
Sheram & Rosik Rostomian
Zaruhi Rostomian
Ani Rostomyan
Howard Rowe & Cheryl Boucher
Alexandra Rowland
Paul Roy
Taline Rumaya
Linda Rust
Carol Rustigian
Gerard Ruttenman
Alma Sahagian
Gregory Sahagian & Son, Inc.
Daniel & Ludmila Sahakian
Houie Sahakian
Armine Sahakyan
Yeva Sahakyan
Saints Sahag & Mesrob Armenian Church
Arpi Saiyan
Luke Sala
Betina Salas
Shakeh Salatian
Johanna Saleh
Brian Saliba
Mossi Salibian
Sam's Heavy Equipment Painting
Patricia Samarge
Sami & Annie Totah Family Foundation
Dikran Samourkhashian
Alex & Jillian Samuelian
Sophie Samuelian
Tigran Samvelyan
Lino Sanchez
Susie Sanchez
Justin Sand
Shahe Sandjian
Michael Sanossian
Neres Sanossian
Charles & Lisa Sansone
Kevoek Santikian
Hovhannes Saponghian
Sara Coffee Co.
Ann K. Sarafian
Aida Sarkissian
Melania Saakian
Emma Saakyan
Lucine Saakyan
Nait Sabes
Saboteur Productions
Natalie Sabounjian
Alec Sader
Ariana Sadigh
Khatcchik Sadjian
Arby Masih Safarian
John Safarian
Lily Safarian
Victoria Safaryan
Annie Safraian
Rose Sagatelyan
Jack Sahghbazarian & Nathalie Talar
Ghazelian
Caren Saghdjian
Zeron Saghdjian
Garbis Saghdjian
Nona Sarkisyan
Patricia Sarkisyan
Samuel Sarkisyan
Agunik Sarkysyan
Narek Sarkysyan
Yervart Sarnooni
Anthony Saroyan
Irene Saroyan
Jack & Marie Saroyan
Levon & Shirley Saroyan
John-Paul Sax
Robert Scarborough, Jr. & Ana
Scarborough
Indoea Scarfone
Willy & Christiane Schaeffler
Keith Schlerf
Lauren Schlerf
Michael Schneider & Mary Uhl
Harold & Janet Schofield
Sasha Schotzko-Harris
Meghan Schreck
Jennifer Schultz
Rosemary Schwartz
Scott Family
Zoe Seccret
Armen Sedrakian & Ruth Alahydoian
Sona Sedrakian
Jasmine Sefyan
Stanley Sehler
Steve Seidman
Tatik Sehposyan
Tagui Semirdjian
Pathik Sen
Jack & Silva Sepetjian
Mark & Janis Seraydarian
Kristinah Session
Arlet Setaghian
Hamlet Setaghian
Mihran Setko Seter
Ruzanna Sefrakian
Shae & Garine Seuylemezian
Nanor Sevajian
Arpy Sexenian
Arpa Sezgin
Sharis Shabandi
Drew Shaver
Shaghalian Larkin Family
Johanna Shaghalian
Mariam Shaginyan
David & Erna Shahbazian
Deila Shahbazian
Valentina Shahbazyan
Daniel Shahgaldians
Ani Shahnian
Hovik Shahnian
Sara Shahnazarian
Tigran Shahnazaryan
Christine Shaheverdian
Rebecca Shaheverdian
Vahan Shakhbandaryan
Cohar Shakhoyan
Toros Shamlian, Jr.
Janine Shamsian
Nareh Shananarian
2020/2021 Donors

Julia Shapiro
Amalya Sharyan
Donald & Pamela Shassian
Amazasp Shaumyan
James Shenouda & Siranush Artsunyan
Lucin Sherian
John & Maria Sheridan
Davis Shibata & Family
Hyunj Shim
Levon Shant Shirikjian
Nanor Shirikjian
Zaven & Sevan Shirikjian
Sylvia Shirinian
Lusine Shirinyan
Narineh Graks Shirvanian
Sophia Shlosman
Almast Shogunts Antoun
Aram Shorvoghlian
Martin & Diana Shoushanian
Rima Shrestha
Fahad Siddiqi
Jacki Sieder
Signature Auto Leasing & Sales
Stella Silbert
Kevin & Tamar Silva
Lena Simitian
Simon & Arsho Simitian
Joe Simitian & Mary Hughes
Marika Zarafyan Simmons
Art Simon
Cynthia Simonian
Jennifer Simonian
Jon & Charlene Simonian
Joseph & Karina Simonian
Nora Simonian
Simon & Arpi Simonian
Karine Simonyan
Liana Simonyan
Sinanyan Family
Ashkhen Sinoyan
Kelsey Sipple
Aram Sirounian
Armen & Susan Skenderian
Matthew & Jennifer Skinner
Joyce Slowik
Annmarie Smith
Agnes Soeder
Harout & Lena Soghomonian
Alex Soghomonian
Ray Soghomonian
Setrak & Jenny Soghomonian
Zareh Soghomonian
Nana Sogoian
Stacey Solomon
Somos En Escrito Literary Foundation
James Sookame
Kris Sorenson
Shannel Sosa
Mariette Soudjian
Harry Soukiasian
Spazier 1401, LLC
Specialty Car Craft Motor Group, LLC
Erik Spence
James Squires
Christina Srmabekian
Kim St Croix
St. Gregory Illuminator Armenian Church
St. James Armenian Church Memorial Fund
St. John’s Armenian Church
Don Stables
StarHill Associates
Sinead Starnes
Michael & Patricia Starzer
Andrew & Katherine Stathis
Emily Stauffer Keenan
Caroline Stead
Joe & Joyce Stein
Stephan & Ani
Nairi Stepania
Anais Stepanian
Annette Stepanian
Erika Stepanian
Rafy Stepanian
Sairy Stepanian
Shakeh Stepanian
Harut & Natalie Stepanyan
Liana Stepanyan
Mary Stepanyan
Nare Stepanyan
Lisa Stephanian
Anabel Stephen
Michael Sterling & Sela Sarksian
Bruce & Irena Stern
Lauren Stewart
Joshua Stipp - StrongxSolutions
Strauch Kulhanjian Family
Sona Hovsepian Strenger
Stuck On You Goods Co
Vahan Suede
Sylvia Sultanyan
Moses & Ani Sulukyan
Sanah & Sarosh Syed

T

Tade, Eva, Arvin & Vahagn
Ashot Tadevosian
Diana Tadevosyan
Seda Tadevosyan
Leno Tahmassian
Ani Tajirian
Sonja Tajirian
Harold Takooshian
Lori Takooshian
Marina Takvorian
Talar Nina
Zara Tamanian
Héléne Tan
Lusin Tanashian
Raffi Tapanian
Britton Taplin
Sandro Taronatsy
Arshag & Takouhi Tarpinian
Tarzana Armenian Grocery & Deli
Katrine Tashdjian
Aram Tashjian
Berj Tashjian
Bedros Taslakian
Nisath Tasnim
Coren Tatarian
Zhanna Tataryan
Tataryan & Charibian Inc.
Harry Tate
Emil & Lila Tatevosian
Marina Tatoian
Charles Tatosian
Honorary Consul Oscar Tatosian
Asbed & Lori Tatoulian
Mher & Sossy Tavidian
Vartan & Ani Tavidian
Alexandre Tavtian
Joëlle Tavtian
Khajag Tavtian
Sarmen Tavossi
James Taylor
Hasmik Tchakhmakhtchian
Noubar & Hourig Tcheurekdjian
Tegeleci Family
Garen & Lilit Tegeleci
Jasmin Telfer
Jerry Temko
Avetis Tepirjyan
Armen Ter-Oganesyan
Alice Terian
Srbuhi Terityan
Toros Terityan & Siranush Bosnayan
Arsen Terjimanian
Eliza Terterian
Greg Terterian
Agop & Madeleine Terzian
Richard & Kathleen Terzian
The Cause International, LLC
The Dickranian Foundation
The Kraft Group
The Moody Vegan
David & Julie Theiler
Stephen Theiler
Zachary Theiler & Hannah Frantz
Aren Thomassian
Talar Thomassian
Talin Thomassian
Robert & Jody Thompson
Arman Tigranyan
Shushan Tigranyan
Sabrina Tilimian
M.I. Tiraturian
Zadig Tisserand
Annette To
Katie Todd
Britton Taplin
Sandro Taronatsy
Arshag & Takouhi Tarpinian
Tarzana Armenian Grocery & Deli
Katrine Tashdjian
Aram Tashjian
Berj Tashjian
Bedros Taslakian
Nisath Tasnim
Coren Tatarian
Zhanna Tataryan
Tataryan & Charibian Inc.
Harry Tate
Emil & Lila Tatevosian
Marina Tatoian
Charles Tatosian
Honorary Consul Oscar Tatosian
Asbed & Lori Tatoulian
Mher & Sossy Tavidian
Vartan & Ani Tavidian
Alexandre Tavtian
Joëlle Tavtian
Khajag Tavtian
Sarmen Tavossi
James Taylor
Hasmik Tchakhmakhtchian
Noubar & Hourig Tcheurekdjian
Tegeleci Family
Garen & Lilit Tegeleci
Jasmin Telfer
Jerry Temko
Avetis Tepirjyan
Armen Ter-Oganesyan
Alice Terian
Srbuhi Terityan
Toros Terityan & Siranush Bosnayan
Arsen Terjimanian
Eliza Terterian
Greg Terterian
Agop & Madeleine Terzian
Richard & Kathleen Terzian
The Cause International, LLC
The Dickranian Foundation
The Kraft Group
The Moody Vegan
David & Julie Theiler
Stephen Theiler
Zachary Theiler & Hannah Frantz
Aren Thomassian
Talar Thomassian
Talin Thomassian
Robert & Jody Thompson
Arman Tigranyan
Shushan Tigranyan
Sabrina Tilimian
M.I. Tiraturian
Zadig Tisserand
Annette To
Katie Todd
Britton Taplin
Sandro Taronatsy
Arshag & Takouhi Tarpinian
Tarzana Armenian Grocery & Deli
Katrine Tashdjian
Aram Tashjian
Berj Tashjian
Bedros Taslakian
Nisath Tasnim
Coren Tatarian
Zhanna Tataryan
Tataryan & Charibian Inc.
Harry Tate
Emil & Lila Tatevosian
Marina Tatoian
Charles Tatosian
Honorary Consul Oscar Tatosian
Asbed & Lori Tatoulian
Mher & Sossy Tavidian
Vartan & Ani Tavidian
Alexandre Tavtian
Joëlle Tavtian
Khajag Tavtian
Sarmen Tavossi
James Taylor
Hasmik Tchakhmakhtchian
Noubar & Hourig Tcheurekdjian
Tegeleci Family
Garen & Lilit Tegeleci
Jasmin Telfer
Jerry Temko
Avetis Tepirjyan
Armen Ter-Oganesyan
Alice Terian
Srbuhi Terityan
Toros Terityan & Siranush Bosnayan
Arsen Terjimanian
Eliza Terterian
Greg Terterian
Agop & Madeleine Terzian
Richard & Kathleen Terzian
The Cause International, LLC
The Dickranian Foundation
The Kraft Group
The Moody Vegan
David & Julie Theiler
Stephen Theiler
Zachary Theiler & Hannah Frantz
Aren Thomassian
Talar Thomassian
Talin Thomassian
Robert & Jody Thompson
Arman Tigranyan
Shushan Tigranyan
Sabrina Tilimian
M.I. Tiraturian
Zadig Tisserand
Annette To
Katie Todd
Britton Taplin
Sandro Taronatsy
Arshag & Takouhi Tarpinian
Tarzana Armenian Grocery & Deli
Katrine Tashdjian
Aram Tashjian
Berj Tashjian
Bedros Taslakian
Nisath Tasnim
Coren Tatarian
Zhanna Tataryan
Tataryan & Charibian Inc.
Harry Tate
Emil & Lila Tatevosian
Marina Tatoian
Charles Tatosian
Honorary Consul Oscar Tatosian
Asbed & Lori Tatoulian
Mher & Sossy Tavidian
Vartan & Ani Tavidian
Alexandre Tavtian
Joëlle Tavtian
Khajag Tavtian
Sarmen Tavossi
James Taylor
Hasmik Tchakhmakhtchian
Noubar & Hourig Tcheurekdjian
Tegeleci Family
Garen & Lilit Tegeleci
Jasmin Telfer
Jerry Temko
Avetis Tepirjyan
Armen Ter-Oganesyan
Alice Terian
Srbuhi Terityan
Toros Terityan & Siranush Bosnayan
Arsen Terjimanian
Eliza Terterian
Greg Terterian
Agop & Madeleine Terzian
Richard & Kathleen Terzian
The Cause International, LLC
The Dickranian Foundation
The Kraft Group
The Moody Vegan
David & Julie Theiler
 Stephen Theiler
 Zachary Theiler & Hannah Frantz
 Aren Thomassian
 Talar Thomassian
 Talin Thomassian
 Robert & Jody Thompson
 Arman Tigranyan
 Shushan Tigranyan
 Sabrina Tilimian
 M.I. Tiraturian
 Zadig Tisserand
 Annette To
 Katie Todd
 Britton Taplin
 Sandro Taronatsy
 Arshag & Takouhi Tarpinian
 Tarzana Armenian Grocery & Deli
 Katrine Tashdjian
 Aram Tashjian
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Armen Tonoyan
Sosi Toonmanian
Sarhad Toomanian
Alek Toomians
Rose Tootooian
Hrastan Topalian
Natalie Topalian
Tatevik Torossian
Marbella Monaca Tostado
Suren & Izzy Toomanian
Zorab Toutounjian
Taron Tovmassian - Hollandaic Sasunci
Tarin
Diana Tovmassyan
Hakob Tovmassyan
Alvita Tran
Victoria Tsarukyan
Lucineh Tsatryan
Tallin Tufankjian
Jacqueline Tufenkchyan
Meri Tumanyan
John Turcotte & Anna Astvatsaturian
Turcotte
Anahit Turgman

U

UCLA Armenian Students Association
Chae-young Uem
UK Online Giving Foundation
Anna Ulikhanian
University of California, Berkeley ASA
Christina Artner Urruchua
Srbouhi Uzunyan
Tigran Uzunyan

V

Nazik Vaganyan
Gale Valentini
Jessie Van Amburg
Adrianus & Michelle Van Tol
Isabel van Veen
Anita Vardanyan
Hasmik Vardanyan
Vardui Vardanyan
Karina Varosyan
Annie Vartanian
Jacqueline Vartanian
Kris Vartanian
Vartan Vartanian
Armen Vartanian & Diana Dormendjian
Armen & Alina Vartany
Ross & Judie Vartian
Michael & Rozann Vartoogian
Dennis Vaznaian & Donna Wong
Verolla
Talia Veronica
Villavicencio Family
John & Susan Vlahakis
Christine Vlassova
Matthias & Natalie von Herrath
Disha Vora
Harry Vorperian
Lisa Vosbigian
Steven & Nyieri Vosbikian
Gayane Voskanyan
Harutyun Voskanyan
Lawrence & Elizabeth Vranka
Lawrence & Theresa Vranka
W

Rose Wade
Ashley Walker
Jesse Walker
Wangerfelt-Melikyan Family
Reya Wannessian
Alex Wanz
Joshua Wasniewski
Kerrin Watson
Richard Lee Weil, Jr.
Armine Weller
Jamie Wells
Western Drug
Anabelle Wexier
Whisked_
Carmen White
Erik White - UEG Consulting
Christopher Whitehill
Sona Whitney
Jeffrey Widro
William D. Radichel Foundation
Aisha Williamson-Raun
Blair Wilson
WinesofArmenia.com
Dr. Jeffrey Wittmus
John & Judith Wittmus
Janelle Wolter

Y

Ani Yacoubian
Elise Yacoubian
Hasmig Yacoubian
Ohannes & Zevart Yacoubian
Nejde & Lilit Yaghoubian
Caro Yagjian
Heidi Yakubian
Chris & Lucy Yaldezian
David Yaldezian
Elen Yaranosyan
Ara Yeranian
Roupam & Annie Yerdanian
Yardumian Khodaverdian Family
Jose Yearwood & Christine Serdjianen
Yearwood
Mayda Yedikian
Maria Yeghiayan
Nicolette Yeghiazarians
Anna Yeghiazaryan
Tatevik Yeghiazaryan
Christine Yeghnazari
Aram Yegizaryan
Anna Yegiyants
Aykaz Yegoyan
Nairy Yemenidjian
Andrew Yenicag
Sarkis Yenikomshuyan

Harout Yepremian
Rita Yepremian
Joyce Yeremian
Vatche Yeressian
Edvin Yeroomian
Anahit Yesayan
Shushane Yesayan
Sholpan Yessenbayeva
Lori Yeterian
Toros & Salpy Yeterian
James Yogurtian
Maurice & Hilda Yotnegparian
Arda & Lia Youreldjian
Haig Youreldjian
Jack & Zarg Youreldjian
Asmik Yurdumyan
Tatiana Yusuf

Z

Z & V Holdings Incorporated
Sebou Zadorian
Ani Zadourian
Ruben Zadoyan
Ms. Raha Zahedi
Nawal Zahzah
Tomik Zakari
Michelle Zakarian
Rita Zakarian
Vana Zakarian
Lauren Zakarian-Cogswell
Vrej Zakarian & Francine Gyechkyan
Mike Zakaryan
Yelena Zakaryan
Alen Zamanyan
Edward Zamrini
Dominic Zanardi
Angeles Zaragoza
Ani Zargarian
Arne Zargarian
Edward & Fedra Zargarian
Elvin Zargarian
Susan Zargarian
Ani Zargaryan
Armine & Anahid Zarifian
Victor Zarouqian & Judith Saryan
Arpi Zawarski
Edessa Zaya
Suliman Zazari
Odett Zelayal
Migran Zezunyan
Cohar Zhamkochyan
Anita Zobian
Meline Zograbyan
Alfred & Volga Zohrabian
Linnet Zohrabian
Voyer & Aida Zohrabian
Sarah Zorabedian
Sona Zorotrian
Mary Zoryan
Raffi Zourikian
Erika Zumwalt
Vahé Zurnachyan
C. Edward Zwinck & Catherine Sarkesian
Zwinck